
Big Foot and 
Leprechauns 
spotted in Dublin! 
Read more in our 
News section

Has technology 
gone too far? 
Can the human 
brain cope? 
We investigate!

Turn to our 
property section 
for the latest in 
living!

Panic in Pisa!! 
Shock felt in 
Dublin!

DUBLIN IN THE COMING TIMES

LEPRECHAUN SIGHTING!
On a cloudy but sunny day, four teenagers 
were trying to prove that leprechauns did exist. 
To find out if they were real they brought a pot 
and filled it with €2 painted gold coins. 

They then hid in a nearby bush and waited 
for 2 hours, 36 minutes, and 46 seconds. They 
were about to give up but they heard a sound. 
They thought maybe it was people trying to 
take the €2 painted gold coins, but it was the 
leprechaun! 

He had a little hat, an orange beard, a green 
top, a black belt with a golden buckle, green 

trousers and black curved shoes. When he saw 
the “pot of gold” he mumbled something, then 
sighed. Then he took out a little bag of  “gold” 
but by then the teenagers were creeped out 
and started running away.

For more on this topic turn pgs 14-15

Dr McStofing Cures Cancer
The Doctor took a couple of minutes out of 
his busy schedule to speak to Little Words on 
how he managed to finally find a cure?
It was mostly I think, to stop cigarettes.  The 
people loved cigarettes!  I think after a while 
they found it was a blessing stopping and 
then we introduced compulsory exercise. 
When people were in poor health we were 
able to examine them at more natural basis.

BIG FACE
Recently people have been seeing that the 
Statue of Liberty’s face has been changing. At 
first people thought it was someone carving 
the face in the night but after a week, it kept 
on changing. Most of America is confused, 
except one scientists who thinks there is 
a similar thing happening to the Spire in 
Ireland. Some people are really scared. See 
inside for more stories on bizarre happenings! 

People have always wondered 
if or when the Tower of Pisa 
would fall down. Well, now 
it has! 

Nearby people have 
had a big shock. It fell 
down at 8.30a.m. The 
authorities are searching 
for anyone that has 

been injured or killed by the falling 
debris crashing of the Tower of Pisa. 
The earth underneath the tower 
finally tipped too much and it fell. 
Tourists have been seen collecting the 
scattered pieces as souvenirs. Right 
now engineers are constructing a new 
monument where the Leaning Tower 
of Pisa was. Turn to the property page to 
find out what will replace the iconic and 
famous  monument.

New Discovery Read More on pg4
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News News

Sarah: 
“I took a pic of him and it was for 
sale for €4,000,000,000,000 and 
it has my Autograph on it. You 
can buy it in the Little Museum.

Ella: 
Are you going to tell 
me about big foot?

Sarah: 
After I tell you about me.  
I wa….

Ella: We don’t want to listen 
about you we want to know 
about big foot.

Sarah: 
But, but…

Ella: 
So what happened!

Sarah: 
Sorry I don’t want to tell you 
or your readers because I 
have to go…somewhere.

Ella: 
Sorry readers. She’s angry. 
Read you later.

Supernatural is in Dublin!

Sarah Cameron was camping 
in ‘Wild Land’ and she saw 
big foot! He was eating 
a bear and she saved the 
bear’s life. Big foot screamed 
and ran away.

New Dinosaur Fossil 
Discovered: "Danasaurus"

Dara Mac Siúla

Dogtapus creature 
discovered that is half 
dog, half octopus. It's 
been here all along, but 
humans never knew about 
it because when it sticks 
it's head out of the water it 
looks like a regular dog.

A 
new dinosaur called, “Darasaurus,” 
was discovered on the 3rd of April 
2480. A woman by the name of 
Dara, walking, found a dinosaur 
fossil. It looked like a bull with 

over-sized horns with buck teeth, huge legs 
on the front and short, skinny back legs and 
an ape-like head. Here wa have Dara; “It was 
crazy because I was in Argentina looking 
for my phone after a sand-storm had buried 
it and I found a whole body – that’s how I 
found “Darasaurus”. 

DARA SAURUS

Today 
the 
amazing, 
extremely 
handsome 

explorer Arad Reklau discovered a 
marine animal he calls a, “Dogtapus.” It is 
about the size of a small dog. It makes the 
noise of a duck but his nose is blocked – 
something like this, “Cwuaik.” Its habitat 
is north of the Caribbean sea. He was 

looking for a piece of 
coral to make some dye. 

He saw the dogtapus and 
thought it was some yellow 

dye, so he swam towards it but 
then it changed colour, and then a dog 
head came out from behind the rock. He 
thought, “I found a dogtapus.” He named 
it that very second. Arad commented; 
“I was amazed – a small dog head on an 
octopus body”.

New president elected – her name is Cuddles. People 
disagree with the new president because she doesn’t 
talk because she’s a dog; a tea-cup Chihuahua to be 
precise. She needs two lifts to get up to the desk. She is 
honoured to be the president of Ireland – well, she kind 

of wrote it (by the way, she can write). She wants to make pounds 
better quality – for example, saunas for each dog, infinite food 
source and heating in every room; a play room each with chew 
toys and ball-throwing machines.

NEW PRESIDENT 
ELECTED

NEW CREATURE

Andrea Ní Choileáin

Explorers have found 
the Sasquatch’s 
hiding place and 
made peace with 
them. 

They have been built a 
swimming pool with one slide. 
As we speak they are swimming 
in it. We cannot tell you where it 
is, I am afraid it’s a secret, but we 
do have a photo to show you.

SASQUATCH 
FOUND
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NEW ANIMAL DISCOVERY: 

Grace Guidera

Our chief investigator Gigi Jillian, riding on a 
common liger, has found a pager (half panther, 
half tiger).

This animal is distinctive for its black with bright 
orange stripes. On the way through the jungle, 
she met a pythagra snake, the longest snake in the 
world at 2.5km long! 

They had to stop for a while so the fearsome 
creature would go away, luckily for the crew this snake was 
blind. 

Just then, a small ball of black and orange fur hurled itself 
at Gigi knocking her off her liger. 

Gigi had found what she was after! The little pager 
cub would not be parted from Gigi, and now they are 
inseparable.

This time, Gigi Jillian brings her best friend 
Violet Westwood. The little pager got a coat 
designed especially for him and all the crew 
were fussing over him. They didn’t notice a 
great big black and white bear!

Only Gigi saw the bear and she jumped on her 
liger to follow it.  At the last second, Violet saw 
her chasing the bear and she didn’t want to miss 
any of the fun, so she grabbed onto the liger’s 
tail and got a ride too.

When they caught the bear, they brought it back to the 
camp. They were given a lot of money for it because it was 
really rare and it was the only one in the world!

ANIMAL STYLES

Some animals try Orla Kiely inspired outfits and 
their owners say how good quality they are and 
how they like them:

Sapphire Moonstone about her 
black and white cat, “she looks 
especially cute with her little 
designer skirt, with red hearts 
on it and a pretty matching 

bow for her left ear.”

Eilis Rigga about her 
dolphin, “I think it 
looks very cute and it 
is even better that it’s 
waterproof.”

Naïma Jenna says, “That 
backpack is perfect for 
a budgie and the claw 
bracelet really suits her.”

Lúnasa Gillian’s red panda looks 
especially cute “I think this 
style suits her and the fabric 
seems very expensive, though 
it’s actually very cheap!”

IN THE JUNGLE IN THE ARCTIC

We use a special device to ask the animals what they think.
Emerald, Sapphire’s black and white cat, says, “I think it is the  
best outfit I EVER wore!”
Our interviewer Jessie, asks, “And would you like to keep it?”
“Yes, yes, yes!” yelled the eager little kitten.
We cannot talk to the other animals because they are  
too shy to be spoken to.

New Plane
A man called Alexander La Plane, inventor, 
invented a plane that goes the speed 
of light, but the thing that is causing a 
problem is that it has one way glass. It is 
good for military purposes but other than 
that it’s practically useless. “Well right now 
I’m trying to invent binoculars that can see 
the plane,” Alexander explained. “I’m sorry 
that I can’t invent them sooner,” he said 
sadly. Anyway that’s all for now!

Ruth de Brún

Exclusive – Interview 
with Michael Collins

Little Words was lucky enough 
to score an exclusive interview 
with Michael Collins, recently 
back from the dead.  

Ciara Nic Giolla

The news team went to meet the great Michael Collins, but soon they 
realised that interviewing the undead is not as straightforward as it 
might seem. Preoccupied with issues around Zombies and whether 
he might eat their brains they managed to ask him some questions 
about his own experience and his views on the Republic. 

The first question got the Zombie issue out of the way, with reporters wondering 
whether they should run, seeing as their interviewee is technically a Zombie: 
‘No!, no! I’m not gonna eat your brains. So yeah, I’m fine,’ said Michael.

Mr Collins went on to explain that he is pretty happy to see that the Republic is 
still around. He noted in particular the amazing technology: ‘they took some of my 
D.N.A. and cloned me,’ he said, explaining his return from the grave. He was lucky, 
when the scientists stitched up his head they did it so he wouldn’t look too much 
like a Zombie. 

Despite the new fashion for strange pets, Mr Collins does not own any. 
He finished the interview by emphasising how proud he is of Ireland:  
‘Yeah, I’m real proud of Ireland for getting independence and also for keeping 
independence for this long.’

Michael Collins
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TECHNO GO IS 
ON THE GO!

A
s we all know Little 
Ladies Cosmetic 
Company is 
a company for ladies 
on the go. It’s latest 

product SPARkLES is a lipstick that 
rises on its own–no more twisting 
and possible breakage. It looks just 
like the old Nivea, but is so much 
more of our time! We know to 
trust Little Ladies–they did bring 
us the nvisible Blush after all....... So 
perfect for rushing from party to 
party

SPARkLES is set to come out 
this October 2480 in anticipation 
of chapped lips in winter. It will be 
launched at the low price of 
€51000 – a bargain that will have 
all the girls racing for it, and well 
worth having in your make-up set.

Busy girls rushing around will no 
longer be late for the school dance. 

I myself had the opportunity to test 
the lipstick before it hit the shops. 
When I first tried it ... well it broke! 
Turns out I had to glue the lipstick to 
the accelerator, a feature included by 
Little Ladies to make sure the product 
lasts as long as possible. Once I got 
the product up and running 

however...... I found it to be a life saver!
I could toss it in my bag without 

worrying, I could apply it while 
running out the door, and I didn’t 
have to worry about it breaking if I 
needed to reapply whilst dancing.

Also my lips felt incredibly soft after use. 
This is definitely the best make-up product 
that will hit stores in October 2480.

Rocket Boots are fast and they help you get any where you want. 
There is an on button on the lace that activates the rockets on the sole 
and at the back of the shoe. They also come in any kind of shoe. They 
have been in development for five  years.

I got a chance to try these Rocket Boots. I found them easy to 
use. I used them to get to school. I have won marathons three times with them. 
Whenever I have the Rocket Boots on, my friends are jealous and I can  
out-run all the boys.

These boots are 50% off in any shoe shop from July 4-22. Anyone who has ever 
been late for work, school, dinner or has ever came last in a race will be eager to 
get their hands on these. I will never be late for school again.

UP! UP! and Away!

The Lipstick of The Future
kayleigh Connolly

Little Ladies Cosmetic Company 
is becoming far more technical 
and their latest creation is just 
perfect!

Aliyah Carroll

TECHNO GO has made a new 
creation called Rocket Boots. 
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Sometimes you don’t 
want to brush your teeth 
because you’re lazy or 
tired. You don’t have to 
do that anymore with 
anti-gravity toothpaste. 
It’s so easy to use - for 
only twelve euro, it does 
all the work for you. 

For another deal, we can throw a 
toothbrush for only another two 
euro. Shipping only five euro. 
So just visit:- 
www.electricciarapaste.com 
NOW, before we are sold out!

Ciara Nic Giolla

Calum Sweetman

Ciara Nic Giolla

Anti-Gravity Toothpaste

Ciara Gill was tired of a boring 
old bicycle so she made a 
fifty-wheeled one, which 
converts to what ever you 
request of it. 

If you want a little exercise, you can 
pedal, but if you just want to do a 
little sight-seeing, you can set it to, 

“Automatic.” It can change colour, just 
like a chameleon. Also fun and easy to 
go on. Great for tourists and all for only 
100 euro! 

Just pick your new bike from, 
“Ciara’s Automatic Wheels,” now! Just 
click www.ciarasautomaticwheels.com. 
Shop – Ballybough Road.

WHEELY TIMES

‘The Little Museum’ 
in Dublin 2480 

Calum Sweetman talks to 
Deirdre Quinn of ‘The Little 
Museum’ in Dublin to see how 
the museum has changes since 
Calum first visited as a school 
boy nearly 400 yrs ago!

As we all know being 
the overseer of the 
Little Museum is a busy 
job however, I managed to 
contact Deirdre through 

her hair iband which activated her 
telekinesis keyboard and here is her 
response to my questions.

The museum is now 469 years old 
and it has not aged a day. The only 
difference is our variety of visitors from 
different environments and planets. 

The pictures of St. Stephen’s Green 
are still as beautiful as the day I took 
them when I started in the museum. 
The only difference is that it levitates 
where it was once grounded on a street. 

However our collection has grown 
and we have even better stories to tell 
then we did 4oo+ years ago. Dublin 
is still a small 
city but has an 
even bigger 
story thanks 
to people and 
species a like 
– donating
pieces to the 
museum. 

I have only 
been working 
in the museum for a short while and 
others have been working here from 
between 43 years up to 375 years! 

We preserve the remnants of living 
matter and any plant based organisms, 
so people can experience life as it was 
in the 20th Century and beyond. 

Since air has become poisonous in 
the city the introduction of breathing 
pods became necessary so the air that 
people would breathe wouldn’t affect 
the new range of species or wildlife 
that we have on display in the Dublin 
museum and will help preserve all 
through the decades. 

The latest exhibit pod installation in 
the museum was launched two 
nights ago.

This new protocol helps preserve not 
only well being and the atmosphere 
but it has extended life expectancy. 

The Mermaid resort has pods which 
can float, be submerged, levitate and 
fly depending on the magnetism of 
the planet they are situated on. A lot 
of the plants are located on the 
Mermaid resort, and I am allowed to 
take some back to the Museum as it 
gives our visitors the experience of 
walking into a building where plants 
would use the same oxygen as 
humans. 

One of the most charming artefacts 
in the museum is the Monster Munch 
painted in 24 ct gold. These things are 
so sweet and represent such a naive 
age known as the “Celtic Tiger”. The gold 

has preserved 
the food since 
the year 2011! 
It is quite a 
phenomenon 
to think of 
people using 
gold to express 
exuberance 
considering 
it is widely 

available now and many people and 
species eat it as a condiment. It is not 
the crisps or junk food that startles 
me when thinking about healthy 
snack choices, but what they thought 
represented affluence! Bless- if they 
only knew what we know now!

We had her Royal Roofington- 
President k9, present a picture of the 
Notorious BigFoot to the museum. 
This picture is a great addition to the 
museum as it explores a rarity in the 
wild and we get to learn more about 
ecology in 20th Century that wasn't 
discovered until the last decade!

Please use your iband and we can 
give you a hologram tour of the 
museum where-ever you are in the 
world or Galaxy! 
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FUTURAMATM

HIGH SHOES
For people who want to be taller!

These new shoes are called FUTURAMA shoes. 
Control your height with the press of a button!

Connect to the iPhone 464S. 
Download the app called Futurama Height and 

control the height of your shoes, just €89.99!

In three great colours – pink, purple and blue!

You can use your Rainbow MakerTM to turn them into rainbow shoes!

Only
€305.19Only
€305.19

I 
LO

VE the Rainbow Maker!!

THE ORIGINAL

comes in three sizes
BIG – for parades/festivals €900.99

MEDIUM – for parties/events €500.99
SMALL – toy €99.99

ATTACHMENTS*:
Get new colours for your rainbow!

Get pots of glittering gold for your rainbow!
Get some �u�y clouds for your rainbow!

Don’t be fooled by fakes! This is the real original Rainbow Maker!
Can be used with Futurama Shoes to turn them into rainbow shoes!

*Attachments sold separately

SALE!
For a limited time, get a starter colour kit for your rainbow 

FREE!!!

AdverT TeAm
Futurama (Larusah)

Playstation PS90 (Adam)

Rainbow Maker (Siun)

Iphone 464S (Caoimhe)

Mermaid Island (group)

Phone shoes AD (kayleigh) 

Segway AD (kayleigh)

New Playstation PS90!!

With the power of touchscreen you have the option 
to convert the shape and size of your playstation to 
suit yourself. 

No need to buy games on disk as All games are now 
downloaded, everything at your fingertips!

Change shape and size!!

No More Disks
New Hi-tech touchscreen

IT CAN SHRINK OR CHANGE SHAPE
WITH THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON IN AN INSTANCE!

Only €1,000.00
(insurance €500)
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News News

Have you ever met a Leprechaun?
Well I am glad you asked me that. I met 
a leprechaun once. I was trying to catch 
one, ages ago on O’Connell Street. I 
couldn’t catch them anywhere and I 
just caught a glimpse of a black boot 
disappearing into a shop at the top of 
O’Connell Street and I followed him in. 
There he was in the Irish Tourist shop 
trying to pick up some spare jackets.

Do they have personalities?
They have more than one personality. 
The one I met that day was very happy. 
He was trying to be like a person so he 
was being very chatty. Chatting about 
Irish things really; about rainbows, oak 
trees, acorns, and shamrocks. Then we 
had a cup of tea and after I continued 
on my way and he continued on his 
way. I kind of felt bad about trying to 
catch leprechauns for a while after that 
but then the temptation of the gold 
became too much and I started again.

Are they grumpy?
Well that is like asking if humans 
are grumpy. Of course they are 
sometimes but sometimes they 
are happy. Especially when there 
are lots of rainbows around.

What do leprechauns look like?
Generally they have red hair, red 
beards, and very pale skin.  When 
they’re angry though their skin goes 
a bit darker. Everyone knows what 
leprechauns wear, their formal wear 
anyway. Green hats, green jackets, all 
velvet. Black trousers and black boots 
with a gold buckle. Sometimes they do 
wear other clothes when they’re trying 
to disguise themselves so you have to 
learn how to spot other tell tale signs.

Why do leprechauns have to guard pots 
of gold? 
A leprechaun’s pot of gold is a bit 
like a birds nest in a way. It’s like it’s a 

The Leprechaun that 
Never Was!

Do you have any proof?
 I have met a few but they don’t 
like to have their pictures taken. I’m 
an eyewitness. They hate having 
their picture taken. They are very 
short though and chubby. They 
have big beards and when they eat 
scraps of food falls into it and they 
don’t take it out. So, they smell. 
The one I saw was a ‘he’ but it is 
hard to tell because they all have 
beards. They all wear green suits, 
sometimes tracksuits, green ones. 
They like to do normal things so 
they get around with tracksuits.

Where you scared?
I wasn’t scared but my friends 
were. I’ve believed in them 
for years so I wasn’t.

Why did you want to find them?
Because my friends didn’t believe 
me. They didn’t think leprechauns 
were real so I decided to prove them 
wrong. I wanted to show them that 
they were real. They think I am crazy 
so I had to show them that I am not.

Have you seen other monsters?
Just to name a few: I have met 
dragons, I have met phoenixes, 
they are not nice birds. I have seen 
the kraken, a basilisk, it tried to eat 
me. I’ve met unicorns, I’ve met a 
manticore, I’ve met griffins. I’ve met 
mer-people. The king had a fish top 
and man legs while the people are 
just fish people; they look like us 
but they have gills and blue skin. I 
have met a wizard named Fredrick. 
He helped me when a dragon bit 
off my arm. I was asking the dragon 
if I could raise one of their young. 
They decided no and they took my 
arm just because I asked. Fredrick 
gave me a potion and it grew back.

Do people believe you?
No they think I’m crazy. They 
don’t believe me because 
they think I’m a loon!

Teenager who 
spotted the 
leprechaun?

symbol of what it is to be a leprechaun. 
That is why they keep them at the 
end of rainbows. It’s symbolic; but 
they guard them for the same reason 
you would guard your home because 
your home is part of you and the pot 
of gold is part of the leprechaun.

can you study about leprechauns in 
college?
I tried to pioneer that. It was very 
difficult to attract students. That 
is a big dream of mine. To make 
it something that everyone can 
access and everyone can study.

Did you ever get the gold?
I’ve held leprechaun gold in my hand 
before. But a little known fact is that 
leprechaun gold dissolves after a few 
hours after it has been taken out of 
the possession of the leprechaun who 
owns it. As you can imagine, that was 
a nasty shock but lesson learned.

Do they spend their gold?
They spend their gold on things you 
might not expect. Shamrocks, boots, 
rainmakers, acorns, dream catchers, 
and their favourite food, lucky charms.

Is there a leprechaun school?
Well, I know a lot about leprechauns 
but this is one piece of information I 
have struggled to track down. They 
don’t want anyone to get an inkling 
of where a lot of leprechauns might 
gather because that would make 
then vulnerable to attack but there 
are schools deep under the ground.

Where do they live?
Generally places that have a bit of 
magic about them. Glen Cree in 
Wicklow; there is a lot of Holly trees 
around there and Holly berries are very 
magical. They gather near Oak trees. 
They gather in ancient mythical places 
like the Hill of Tara, Stonehenge even 

though it’s not in Ireland and all kinds 
of ancient ruins. Those are the places 
they try to build their leprechaun forts.

Are they only in Ireland or do they go 
around europe?
They love Ireland. This is where 
they are all born. If you are not 
born in Ireland then you are not 
technically a leprechaun? That’s 
how they see it. They are all over the 
world though in magical places.

What do they eat?
Well, as I mentioned, they love lucky 
charms. They make lovely salads 
out of dandelion leaves. Nettles, 
watercress, but it has to be gathered 
in moonlight, otherwise it doesn’t 
have the same peppery taste. They 
make acorn bread by grinding up the 
acorns and it tastes kind of nice. It’s 
similar to ‘Pat the Baker’s’ sliced pan.

Are there female leprechauns? Babies?
There are. They have beards as well 
so it can be difficult to tell them 
apart. There are babies, they have 
little tiny beards that are very soft. It 
is sometimes a much lighter shade 
of red but as the leprechaun grows 
older that red gets darker. The beard 
becomes much scratchier and harder.

INTERVIEW with  
a Leprechaun Expert

How old do they get? Do they live 
forever?
They don’t live forever but they live to 
be very ancient. A thousand years in 
some cases, sometimes more. There was 
one legendary leprechaun that was said 
to have lived for ten thousand years.

Are the leprechauns punks?
So the way we have Goths and punks 
and groups like that, leprechauns have 
similar groups. Teenage leprechauns 
go off and do things their parents don’t 
want them to do. They go off and listen 
to heavy acorn music, they dance under 
the wrong rainbows but I honestly 
don’t know if they call them punks. 
They have their own unique language 
that I haven’t been able to get access to.

Do they have their own songs?
In the same way that they have their 
own language and their own culture 
they have their own songs. There 
have been no studies made about 
leprechaun songs but there have been 
songs about them written by humans.

Do they have jobs?
They have bankers, tailors to make their 
jackets, cobblers to repair their boots, 
child minders, crèches, bakers, and 
police; they stay in the very popular 
spots like the end of a rainbow or a 

patch of moonlight near an oak tree. It 
is a bit like crowd control at a festival.

Are they friends with other mythical 
creatures?
Unicorns befriend leprechauns. 
There were some friendships 
between leprechauns and goblins 
but it’s a bit risky because goblins 
naturally eat leprechauns. I don’t 
know of many other friendships 
between other magical species and 
leprechauns but I am sure they exist.

How do you become a leprechaun expert?
If they would let me create the college 
course we could all become leprechaun 
experts. How I became an leprechaun 
expert was though twenty years 
of hard, hard work, travelling from 
rainbow to rainbow from full moon to 
full moon just trying to get into their 
culture and learn as much as I could but 
it has been twenty hard, hard years.   ♣
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ONE 

YEAR G
UARANTEE!

Also can turn into jewellery: 
like earring, necklace or watch. 
Or
 into an ear-piece!
Can turn into an iPad!

You can pick what SIZE it is!
Look out for the special 
Hologram feature!

Get the iPhone 464S now!

Our app lets your phone control your FUTURAMATM Shoes!
And link it to your PS90 for backup!

So come and get it while it’s still in store!!!!!
BRAND NEW TECHNOLOGY

ONLY
€1500.99

iPhone 464S

The Mystical Magical Mermaid island of Mystery - resort.
An amazing holiday package — stay in this wonderful 
resort and see real Mermaids! Enjoy daily Mermaid shows 
and take the boat to the Sweets Island for a stroll.

Travel with Mermaids

Interview with a visitor
Name: Deirdre – Age: 25

Where did you travel from?
County Offaly

How did you get to the island? 
There was no way out from where I 
lived, so I had to get a hoverboard to 
the coast. Then I rented a diving suit 
and an oxygen tank and swam there.

How long did you stay?  
4 nights and 5 days

Did you enjoy your stay? 
I did! I stayed in a pod underwater. And 
there was a magical plant that grew 
underwater and it helped you to sleep.

Where there any problems? 
The Mermen were in hibernation 
and I could not see them, but 
I could see the Mermaids.

How did you get back? 
I was out in the water with the 
Mermaids and discovered a 
new hotel that was being built 
underwater and there were extra 
oxygen tanks in it, so I got a supply 
of oxygen. Then I swam back.

Were there a lot of people there? 
Yes, a lot. There were 20 people, 
2 people sharing a pod. There 
were only 10 pods, but a new 
hotel is being built now.

Was everyone friendly? 
Yes! 

Did you make any friends? 
Yes, I did.

How would you describe the resort? 
A very friendly resort.

Would you recommend the resort,  
and why? 
Yes. I went to a rare place.

Interview with 
a Mermaid 
Name: Tessy – Age: 22

How long have you been working 
here? 
For 10 years.

Where are you from originally? 
The Pacific Ocean.

How did it all begin? 
I was swimming around with my 
family and saw a light and went 
to see what it was. It was Marty 
the Mermaid master and his wife 
Jacinta. They offered to show me 
how to be a show Mermaid.

How do you like your job? 
I love the job because I get to see 
people’s faces after flipping!

can you describe your job in three 
words? 
Exciting, hard and rewarding.

can you describe the island? 
The island is always sunny and lush 
and you can hear music everywhere.

Do you ever bump into the boat by 
accident?
 I did once on the first day.

Price € 50,000 all inclusive
Book now to get 1 day free!!

Se
gway going Your W

ay
!

Coming soon!! 
new talking  

segway for  
directions, entertainment 

and more! 
a must buy!
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Total Divas Broom Flying 
Niamh Ní DhálaighHolly Ní Shé

Swimming Mania

There is a new and improved magic stadium inside brand new school Spiderwic High School of 
Witchcraft and Wizardry and the sports they teach are amazing! Two of them are Qwillege and 
Lazer Disc, and all that you need for Qwillege is a flying broom and some pads. And with Lazer Disc 
you only need a light protective pads and a lazer disc which will be provided.

All the kids need is a magic encantis and a magic wand from Deltora, and Muggles are allowed. Harry Potter will be 
coming in on the first day of school with Holly O’Shea who teaches everything. Then Harry Potter will be showing 
everybody their dorm rooms. Hogwarts is a Junior School and any person who goes to Hogwarts gets to come 
to Spiderwic free. It looks similar to Croke Park but better. There is also a limit that you are allowed to fly up to, 
and you will love our Dragon commentator and Unicorn referee. Just stay at least 10 feet away as they do not get 

on with each other. We have flying stretchers and if you fall the stadium ground is a bouncy castle. You can also have the kid 
wand training. The first time this game will be played will be April the 30th 2480. If you enrol your child you get to watch the 
game and meet Holly O’Shea. Dublin is now the most popular country. The name of the stadium is Encantea, and if someone 
does not behave they get sent to Hogwarts and start all over again. Hope you are there watching the match and enrolling 
your child. I have had so much fun writing about this amazing school.  By the way magic is real!!!
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Attention all swimmers young and older! 
Underwater lighting has been installed in 
Finglas swimming pool. Colours can change at a press 

of a button. This exciting 
news will be an adventure 
for kids learning to swim. 

Children will be able to 
choose their favourite colour. Party 
lights, rainbow lights, dim lights, 
flashing lights will make swimming 
more exciting. Spaces are now available 
for children’s parties. Our exclusive 
swimsuits have special built in floats.

Baby-low part of the pool has an 
exciting new number and letter flash. 
This is a brilliant new way to have fun 
and learn colours and letters at the 
same time. Baby box plays out nursery 
rhymes to babies as they learn how 
to swim.

Special floor has been installed in the 
deep end of the pool. This is caused by 
a special stick marked up and down to 
raise and drop the water level.

Learn how to swim!!!!
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Croke Park GAA Museum

Milan Nic Dhonncha

Every morning I get up and I do 
loads of dance tricks. I am very 
flexible and I can do loads of 
moves – cartwheels, walkovers, 
handstands, scorpion, crab, 

backwards crab, back walkover and splits.  
I will never stop dancing. It is so, so much 

fun and I’m so enthusiastic.  So if you’re 
reading this and you don’t like dancing 
maybe this story will change your mind!

Freestyle dancing is very different now 
that it is 2480 from when I started learning 
to dance 500 years ago.  There are loads of 
new and different ticks and gravity isn’t a 
problem anymore.  We dance in a massive 
room with a television on the wall displaying 
instructions on different styles of dance.  The 
dancers wear funky clothes; sparkly, multi-
coloured and very shiny.  The type of music 
they have is jazz, lyrical and freze. When I go 
to competitions and I win a solo I feel like 
flying over the moon, so I do!

Freestyle World

Hello there, Seán here from 
the Little News team. I 
am a retired GAA player 
and Dubs fan. I also 
have some experience at 

refereeing inter-country (other than Dublin).
Visitors come from all over the world to visit 

the GAA museum of Croke Park, they could even 
come to see a virtual game. You could come to the 

museum to see the sculptures of the most legendary 
players of all time. They are mostly the Dublin team of 
2016, the year that Ireland was celebrating the 100th 

anniversary of a free state. I think you should come 
to Croke Park, the biggest and most popular stadium 

in the world. You could do a virtual tour and see these 
legendary footballers and hurlers of the 21st century.

The capacity of Croke Park is 2 000, 000 (2480). In 2016, 
it was only 82,500. The architects and engineers have 

drawn up a design plan to expand the stadium. The 
residents will be relocated, houses will be demolished, 

and the space will be used to build a new Croke Park.
The seating will still be tiered, the pitch will be 

made out of astro-turf. There will be multi-coloured 
floodlights, seats will be equal. Toilets will be fully 

functional and properly serviced. The food and 
drinks will be more hygienic, cheaper, and healthier. 

Completely sugar free.
There will be one 10 star hotel in every stand, 

a 500 storey skyscraper. If there is rain while 
playing a match the roof will close. It will be 

alcohol, smoke, and sugar free zone.
Tickets will go on sale in advance, 

if you book your tickets 2 weeks 
before the game you will get a 

20% reduction.

Dublin football star Jack McCaffrey recently took 
time out from his medicine career and curing 
aliens to talk to the Little Words sports team.  

During the grilling he remembered the 
challenges he faced from super team Malway 

(previously two teams, Galway and Mayo) and playing 
football when Longford still existed.  Back in the days before 
it became part of greater Dublin.  Having just commuted in 
from the Moon, the sports team spent a long time talking 
with Jack and have the following to tell us: 

Jack McCaffrey is 487 years old.  He won Footballer of the 
Year all the way back in 2015.  By then he had two All-Ireland 
titles to his name. Now he has lost count of the number! 

His team get a helicopter into the game...lucky! The team 
have a robot goalkeeper. Aliens come to the games and 
robots sit in the Cusack Stand. His Dream House would be a 
floating home over Dublin with a steering wheel and rocket 
boosters.

In April 2013, Jack won a National Football League winners 
medal as Dublin defeated Tyrone by 0-18 to 0-17 to win the 
2013 National Football Team Award. Jack may have scored 
3,014 goals to date – he has lost count!  

He said he was always interested in becoming a doctor.  
His only embarrassing moments are when he makes  
a mistake in front of a 5 million strong audience of human 
beings in Croke Park!!!!!!!

Dublin All Star 
Jack McCaffrey 
talks to 
Little Words 
sports team 

I am Milan McDonagh and my life in freestyle 
dancing has been wonderful, amazing and 
beautiful.  I started dancing when I was three 
years old and then it became too addictive for me.  
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HOUSEWORK 
ROBOTS

Now! Robots for housework! They can do 
everything. Like do your beds and stuff! They 
can even make dinner for you and clean your 
house for you.

 They all have different colours (blue, pink, red, 
green, black and orange) and names (Joe, Amber, Niamh, 
Jessie, Ciara and Dannyell).

Joe: he is good at doing dinner and he is blue.

Amber: she is good at making beds and she is pink.

Niamh: she is good at cleaning up and she is red.

Jessie: she is good at doing hair and she is green.

ciara: she is good at clothes and she is black.

Dannyell: she is good at everyting and she is orange.

Steve: “Hello. My name is Steve.”
Reporter: “How old are you Steve?”

Steve: “I am forty.”
Reporter: “Do you like doing the housework?”

Steve: “Hmm. I enjoy it very much.
I do not like dirt, so it’s nice to 
destroy it.”

Reporter: “Do you only do cleaning?”

Steve: “Cleaning is my secondary
function. Primary function: help 
anyone who needs it. If you need 
help with your work, I am always 
here.” *Beep. *Boop. *Beep. *Beep.

Reporter: “Is it easy to clean stuff?”

Steve: “It depends on what I am
cleaning. Houses are easy, people 
are not. They move.”

Reporter: “What do you like to do in your 
spare time?

Steve: “Go to bed.”
Reporter: “Do you ever need to charge your 
batteries?”

Steve: “Sometimes but not always”
Reporter: “When do you have to do it? How 
long do they last?”

Steve: “They last a month, but you
have to charge every second week.”

Reporter: “Why do you not wait until the end 
of the month?”

Steve: “If you don’t charge every two
weeks, you won’t be the same. You 
won’t be able to clean or do any 
special functions.”

Reporter: “How many families have you had? 
Have you liked all of them?”

Steve: “I was with a couple of families
but I didn’t like all of them. Most 
were fine but a few were mean. They 
just wanted me to clean because they 
were lazy. The rest wanted me around 
because they have to go to work and 
have no one to clean their house.”

Reporter: “Do you have a favourite family?”

Steve: “Yes, which is the one I work
for now. They let me have breaks 
and stuff. They give me one day off 
a week. The others told me that I’m 
not allowed to get a break until 
my mandatory day off every second 
month.”

Reporter: “Are there any other robots working 
in the house with you presently?”

Steve: “Yes, there’s six more robots.
Some of them are friendly, some of 
them are not.”

Reporter: “Do you have any best friends?”

Steve: “Joey, Danielle, Jesse and
Niamh. They help me and each-other. 

One week maybe they do the house and 
I do the kitchen. We take turns at 
everything and help one another.”

Reporter: “ So, is it a big house?”

Steve: “It was small but they got
a big extension. We built it as a 

surprise for them. We booked them 
away and when they came back, we had 
done the extension. They were really 

happy.”

Reporter: “ Did they have a robot with them on 
their holiday?”

Steve: “They only had one, but
that was the baby one, the water 
resistant one. It is the only robot 
out of us that can go into the 
water. Whereas, we only have cleaning 
abilities, they have every ability.”

Reporter: “What kind of water abilities do 
they have?”

Steve: “If he gets into the water,
his batteries don’t break. If we 
went into the water, it wouldn’t 
work. We’d loose all our cleaning 
abilities.”

Reporter: “ Does the baby robot have a mom 
or dad in the house?

Steve: “They did, but they died
because they were very old. We look 
after them now. We are all family!

INTERVIEW WITH STEVE THE ROBOT

INTERVIEW WITH  
FOUR ROBOTS IN  
OLD FAMILY HOME

The Robots

Susan, 92 years of age, likes eating food all the time.
Milan, 20 years of age, likes dancing all the time.
Ella, 100 years of age, likes to sleep all the time.
Grace, 10 years of age, likes cleaning all the time.

There are four robots at home helping to do stuff. Two of them are 
young and two of them are old.
The people in the house love the robots. They are like part of the 
family. The robots love the people to bits.

J  A  C K  R D W I L H W
O E H  E Y W O Q Q  C L
E Q S W  S C R  E Y E  S
K  C  R S N  R K D W Q  I
M  R  S C  I  A  R A Q  R A
A O W Q  A  E  R N  A  I W
A B A P M  A C N S I Q
G O A M H  C S  Y  I  A  R
J T  J Z O  K  I E M N O
R  S Q R U S T L  U  V W
X  Y Z N S O W  L L N O 
W C M Y E W Q  A B C N 
E X  T  I M  E W O N  T  E
A M B E  R Y O U  S  I N

ROBOT WORD-SEARCH

Joe Amber Niamh

Jessie Ciara Dannyell

Robbots House Work
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For Solutions 
rotate page

DON’T PAY FOR 
HOLIDAY!

Amber Ní Fhaoláin
Amber Ní Fhaoláin

Amber Ní Fhaoláin

Amber Ní Fhaoláin

Amber Ní Fhaoláin & Andrea Ní Choileáin

Don’t pay for your holiday, 
because you can bring your 
house with your car!  
It is easy to do. Just attach the
house to your car!
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Sé: “What inspired your work on the 
Leaning Tower of Pizza?”
Andrea: “I have pizza for dinner on Fridays, 
but I wanted to have pizza on different 
days too. Why not make pizza sweet?”

Sé: “Do you feel passionate about food?”
Andrea: “Yes.”

Sé: “What’s your favourite topping on  
a pizza?”
Andrea “Duck.”

Sé: “Do you prefer sweet pizza to  
savoury pizza?”
Andrea: “Yes.”

ATLANTIS 
DISCOVERED!
Archaeologist 
David Hammatser has 
discovered the Great 
Lost City of ATLANTIS
in the very middle  
of the Atlantic Ocean  
at the bottom of the sea. 

It is believed that it was sunk by a volcanic explosion 
deep in the earth, which shattered a hole in the 
tectonic plate right under Atlantis! But many 
believe Atlantis was too big, which sparked the idea 
that Atlantis was also hit by a huge Tsunami. 

However it happened, the remains of beautiful 
buildings are now found scattered at the bottom 
of the Atlantic Ocean. There are thousands of 
archaeologists excavating the remains of the site. 

The crown jewel however is the magnificent palace.
They are making Glass Domes around certain buildings, 
including the palace. There is a seven day tour going to 
each of the houses that have a glass dome around them. 

When it opens there will be an offer of €425, so don’t 
miss out! 

It is scheduled to be open to the public on the 19th of 
March, 2480.

Body heat sensors that immediately 
call 999 and call you wherever you are! 

The door locks and the only way to 
open it is a 6 digit pass-code in the 
bathroom and out the side-door. 

The thief will be kept busy by  
tozer guns!

 With this product, it is unlikely the 
thief gets away with your belongings!

A school of sea horses have 
been spotted near the ruins of 
Atlantis. They are reported to 
be big enough to ride on.

GIANT SEA HORSES

As they were peacefully 
grazing on seaweed,  
we could see that they 
have a back shaped like  
a saddle. A sea expert has 

rode on one, stating that it was like 
riding a torpedo, jet powered, and that 
the sea was going against him.  
Here he is talking to you now:

Reporter: “What did he look like?”
Expert: “He was big and the colour 
of the rainbow! As fast a jet.”

Reporter: “What did he eat?”
Expert: “Seaweed and crustaceans.”

Reporter: “Have you seen other giant sea 
creatures?”
Expert: “I have met many mythical beings. 
Basilisks, Giants, Orcs, a Giant Chicken 
Shape-shifter, Feniks, Nessie (The Loch 
Ness Sea Monster), the Minotaur, centaurs, 
Vampires, Werewolves, Leprechauns, Clones, 
the Unicorn Alex, Mermen, Mermaids, 
Dolphinmen, Batman, Ghouls (but haven’t 
met George yet), Ogres (stinky), Frederick 
Son of Merlin, Witches, Neil the living 
skeleton, Fairies, Sprites, Island Turtles, the 
kraken, Francis the Boiler Ghost, the Peach 
of False Power Advertising, Zombies. . .”

Reporter: “And that brings us to a close.

THE LEANING 
TOWER OF PIZZA

There’s new meaning to 
come out of pizza. They are 
removing the Leaning Tower 
of Pisa and turning it into the 
Leaning tower of Pizza! To get 

up you climb the Cheesy Ladder. There 
are also domes made to go over all the 
food houses. 

SECURITY

Andrea Ní Choileáin

Sé Ó Ceallaigh

Sé Ó Ceallaigh
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CAKE AND FOOD HOUSES

Glass domes were created to go over the food houses.  There is also a button so you can turn 
them off if you want any of the edible plants to grow.

Interviwer: “Do you like your ginger bread 
house?”
Fluffytail Bunny: “I love it! I love it! I love it!”

Interviewer: “Do you like your new house?”
katie the Posh Poodle: “No. There is 
no central heating at all. Grrrr.”

As you can see, she is a very angry pet who 
doesn’t appreciate anything, but we will take 
her idea of heating into consideration.

GINGER BREAD HOUSES 
FOR PETS

EDIBLE PLANTS
You can now eat 
your bushes or your 
trees, you can eat 
anything delicious! If 
you imagine that you 
are eating chocolate, 
the plant is chocolate 
flavoured. Amazing!

They speak Egyptian, luckily, 
and are very adapted to the 
cave. The temperature is 
cold, between 5ºC and 15ºC, 
so they wear thick fur coats 

and use baths that emit a glow. They 
farm angler fish and use their meat as 
food, their bones for building blocks 
and tools, and their gel for light. They 
get Vitamin D from the mushrooms. 
They live 65 million miles down and are 
good hosts. It is estimated that they 

have lived here since the fall of Egypt 
in 30BC. They have similar gods to the 
Egyptians and have built pyramids all 
over the village.

There is no mention of being able to 
visit them yet, but cross your fingers as 
they are kind!

UNDERGROUND CITY

Small, underground village, with a chimney to the 
surface and people who survive on mushrooms 
and newfound cave buffalo, has been discovered! 

HEATED 
TOILET SEATS
You can now buy 
heated toilet 
seats.

OCEAN POOLS
Mini Oceans into 
your back gardens 
for your fish!

BOOK ROOMS
This whole room is 
made of books and 
all the books were 
made in the Little 
Museum of Dublin. 
Read them all!

Andrea Ní Choileáin

Sé Ó Ceallaigh

Big news! They now have invented cake houses, ginger bread 
houses for pets and other tasty food buildings.

Andrea Ní Choileáin (Story) & 
Grace Guidera  (Illustration) 

You can buy ginger bread houses for your pets. What they are is 
a mini replica of your own house, so your pet can live there. The 
dogs love the ginger bread to eat. Yum! We are going to ask the 
pets what they think.
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reporTer’s profile reporTer’s profile

Hi, I’m Adam
I have an interest in sport.  I have a cat.  

I think dogs are evil.  I don’t like homework. I 
loved the train in the Little Museum because of 

the size of it.  It looked very cool. 
Thank you for reading the piece, 

I loved writing it.

Hi, I’m Amber 
My favourite colour is pink and I like 

dancing.  I don’t like school.  I am in 4th 
class and my best friends are called Jessie, 

Niamh, Joe, Ciara and Daniel.  I have a dentist 
who comes to my house and it’s a robot.  

I love sweets and I love art.  That is 
all about me!

Hi, I’m Grace
My greatest ambition is to write a book, 

so I have had great pleasure out of writing this.  I 
know dogs are extremely common, but I would still love 

to have one.  I’ve been begging for one for ages!  My other 
pets are a talking bunny from Atlantis called Velveteen, an 

ancient cat called Telemacus, a gorgeous red panda called 
Lúnasa and a very fat panda who once made the 

house fall down because of all his burping.  
After that we called him Burpy Burtie!

Hi, I’m Milan 
My favourite sport is dancing and I cannot 

live without dancing.  It is so much fun and it is very 
interesting.  I also like swimming and football, but not as 

much as I like dancing. When I perform on stage I feel like 
a celebrity because loads of people bought tickets to see 

me perform.  When I go to competitions and I win a solo 
it feels like flying over the moon.  And when you’re 

onstage you cannot wave at anyone in the 
audience.  It is a rule in dancing. 

Hi, I’m seán 
I enjoy sports; playing video 

games; hanging around with my friends; 
cars; art. I dislike school. My favourites are 

the colour Turquoise, McDonald’s food, the 
book Danny Champion of the world by Roald 
Dahl,  PS4, The Simpsons, Alvin and the 

Chipmunks. I support Liverpool FC and 
my dream is to play GAA for Dublin 

in Croke Park.

Hi, I’m siún 
I like bunnies and the colour purple.  

My favourite way to write is fiction.  I’m 
part of the ad group and I like to illustrate 

my story myself and I like to draw.  Also 
I love swimming and my favourite 

stroke is butterfly.

Hi, I’m Holly
I love, love, love to read books.  Some of my 

favourite books are Dark Diaries and  Mallory Towers.  My 
favourite colours are blue and black.  My favourite food is spaghetti 

bolognese.  My hobbies are rock climbing, swimming and reading.  My 
favourite TV show is Total Divas.  I have one brother.  His name is Aaron and he 

is the best brother ever.  I would like to be a designer.
I also love humans.  We have a new pet rule that you can bring you’re pet 
everywhere with you but they have to be potty trained, just like my pet gargoyle 

Rachelle.  She is small and is only 100 years old.  I have another pet gargoyle 
called Rex who loves to stretch her wings so make sure to mind your head!  

We have family open days.  If you want to come, ring in and we will 
give you a tour of our academy.  I hope to see you there with 

your pet and your wand and your books.  Have great 
fun – see you there!

Hi, I’m ella
My favourite animal is all of 

them and if I can’t pick all of them 
then I will pick ....???! I live in ... you 

cannot know! My hair colour is 
brown. My eyes are blue.

Hi, I’m 
kayleigh

I write about technology 
because it’s important and we 
think that we can find out what 

will happen in the future.

I’m caoimhe and I’m 
writing with the advertisements.  My 

favourite colour is pink.  I have written lots 
of stories before.  I like dancing and I don’t like 

school or homework.  I have a pet unicorn 
and her name is Angel.

Hi, I’m Andrea 
I love purple and turquoise. My 

favourite food is Carbonara and I enjoyed 
reading The Mr Gums series. I like art and PE. 

My favourite animals are bunnies, dogs, 
cats and koalas.

I’m Aliyah

I’m  Dara the Great
I am supposed to be 490yrs old but 

we drank a youngness potion . I like my 
family, reading, swimming, calamari, monkeys, 
aliens, cookies, friends and orange juice. I dislike 

blue cheese, small spaces, rain, mess, too 
much food. .

I’m  calum

I’m ciara 

I’m sé am happy to help 
with the newspaper LITTLE WORDS. I 

have worked on the following sections: Atlantis 
Discovered, Security, Underground City, Sea Horses 

and Giant Sea Creatures. I have a pet giant land sea horse 
and live in Atlantis!  My favourite animals are rhinos, sea 
horses and orangutans. I love popcorn, candy floss, 

video games, weekends, chocolate and dinosaurs.
I don’t like school, homework, Mondays, 

fighting…

I’m Niamh  I like to swim. I 
am now on deep end swimming.  I also 

like to dance. Right before I go onstage it’s super 
important to look at the audience but not wave at any 

family members.  I feel like a celebrity just as I go onstage. 
My favourite colours are pink, purple and blue.  I also like hot 
pink, fuscia, light, light green and magenta.  My favourite 

TV shows are Austin and Ally and Dance Moms. My 
favourite friends are Ciara, Milan, Caoimhe and 

Amber.  They are all really nice. 

Hi I am Ruth
I like animals, PSHs, teddies, BOOkS, 

popcorn, my friends, goodness. I dislike the 
ocean, evil people, yogurt that doesn’t have a 

flavour, mushrooms. I drank an age potion 
and am 10yrs old forever! My pet’s 
name is Gizmo.

Hi I am Larusah
I love: history, friends and family, 

bows, animals, scented stuff, chips in 
omelette, Ribena, water, lollypops and, of 
course, dancing. I love cats, bunnies, guinea 

pigs and kangaroos, swimming, the 
colours blue, pink, purple.
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